
PIZZA ITEMS

16007
Asparagus Spread 

16006
Artichoke Spread

16008
Mushroom

Spread

16009
Roasted Red Pepper

Spread

These vegetable spreads can be used as a topping, sauce, dip, spread or as a base to any desired dish.

Benefits: Gluten Free, Vegan, Non GMO, 
No Allergens, No Milk & Dairy

41905 Roasted Cherry Tomatoes 6 / 2.2 lb

6 / 28 oz

Seasoned with garlic and herbs, these cherry tomatoes are roasted and 
make a fantastic pizza topping.



PIZZA ITEMS

Item # Item Name & Description Portions

64100 Gold Pizza  10 in

 Gold Pizza  12 in64101

50 / 7 oz  

50 / 7.76 oz 

Price / Price Per

64102

64103

Prime Pizza  Crust  10 in 

Prime Pizza  Crust  12 in

24 / 6 oz

24 / 8.12 oz

64104 Flatbread  10 x 6 in 60 / 4.23 oz 

OFFICE: 510-441-0603  I  TEXT: 510-491-0605 EMAIL: ORDERS@PRIMIZIEFOODS.COM

687 10 x 2 / 4.4 oz

766 Buffalo Milk Mozzarella 12 / 4.4 oz

For those who want a thin pizza with a well-defined crust. Natural proofing 
and made with different flours combined to make the pizza fragrant on the 

outside and soft on the  inside. This is a par-baked plain pizza base.

The extended, 24 hour proofing time with high percentage of sourdough 
starter gives the cooked pizza a well-defined crust and makes it light and  

crunchy. This is a par-baked plain pizza base.

Fragrant on the outside and soft on the inside, with a subtle crust and a 
delicate aroma of the flour that is evocative of home-made bread. This is a 

par-baked plain pizza base.

This cheese resembles a fresh Mozzarella ball, but when split open, you will 
be delighted to discover a rich-tasting, and  soft filling of fresh pieces of 

Mozzarella soaked in heavy cream. Offers a sweet, milky flavor that  gently 
fills the palate.  

Burrata

Savor the rich, creamy, soft, and  flavorful taste of Buffalo Mozzarella with 
its distinctive and authentic flavor.
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